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About this image: "Honu, the Hawaiian Green Sea Turtle, is my spirit animal. Most at home
in the sea (the realm of spirit) she also visits the shore (the realm of earth) to bask in the sun
and to lay her eggs in the sand. She is a bridger of worlds and she calls me into deeper
exploration of those other, non-earthly realms—the realms of dreaming, parallel lives, the
afterlife, and Spiritual Source. Perhaps she may draw the viewer into these realms as well. This
8" x 10" mixed media piece is composed of cut paper and acrylic paint on canvas board. The
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original was donated to a local art show and its sale raised funds for charity. She now lives in a
beach house on the Southeast coast." —Claire Perkins

Submission Guidelines
From the Editorial Staff at The Write Place at the Write Time:
We are an online literary magazine published three times a year whose
mission is to move our readers with fiction, personal non-fiction and poetry
that speaks deeply to the heart and mind. We have a humanitarian
approach to the arts, giving a personalized touch to the literary experience.
This publication includes not only fiction, "Our Stories" non-fiction, poetry,
writer resources, book reviews, original photos and artwork, but also
interviews with best-selling authors and creative professionals who utilize
writing in their craft. Our writers range from previously unpublished to
having written for The New Yorker, Newsweek, The Wall Street Journal,
Time magazine, Glimmer Train, The Southern Review, Georgetown
Review, Worcester Review, Gettysburg Review and Random House. We
encourage the atmosphere of a warm, welcoming writing community.
In terms of our submission guidelines, we consider literary fiction, personal
essay, and poetry. However, no erotica, no overt political content, no
juvenile stories at present, and no explicit or needless violence. In short, tell
a story that leaves a powerful, lingering impression in the reader's mind
whether through three-dimensional characters, plot arc, voice or a
combination thereof, but please avoid sending us anything so disturbing
that it keeps us up at night. Use sound literary judgment.
For fiction: We consider up to three short fiction pieces per writer, per
issue. Individual works should not typically exceed 3,500 words, however,
if necessary for plot, we will consider rare exceptions.
For poetry: We consider up to five poems per writer, per issue. Individual
poems should not exceed thirty lines, however, if we feel the strength of the
poem merits added length, we are happy to consider exceptions.
For non-fiction: We consider up to three submissions per writer, per
issue (max. 3,500 words for each individual piece—see above for
philosophy on added length); our non-fiction section features personal
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essays done in a memoir-style. Capture a memory, a moment, a place,
person or event that tells your story while speaking the universal language
of the human experience.
For all submissions: Please include a cover letter and the story in the
body of the e-mail; please try to avoid using the tab button to indent
paragraphs as it affects the electronic format. No attachments. The cover
letter should include a brief author bio, contact info (both e-mail and phone
preferred), word count, and a summary of the story. It should be sent to:
submissions@thewriteplaceatthewritetime.org.
Accepts multiple submissions. No reprints (this includes work posted on
personal websites/blogs/social media). Though we don't necessarily
encourage simultaneous submissions, we certainly do accept them. If a
submission is simultaneous, please indicate that it is such when submitting
and notify us immediately if it is accepted elsewhere; if we express an
interest in publishing it, we require an e-mail stating that it has been
withdrawn from the consideration of fellow publications as a courtesy to
both us and the other publications.
For photos/artwork: Jpeg (JPG) files if requested. Please send cover letter
first to:
submissions@thewriteplaceatthewritetime.org.
We are currently a free online magazine accessible to many readers, so
accepted writers can expect exposure, recognition and a good home for
their work in terms of compensation. We acquire electronic, archive and
one-time reprint rights. As a prerequisite to publication, we require a basic
written (e-mail) acknowledgment from you of our acquiring these rights as
well as your agreement to further terms and conditions that will be
provided upon the acceptance of your story/submission. Thank you for
your interest in us and happy writing!

© 2018 The Write Place at the Write Time
This online magazine and all the content contained therein is copyrighted.
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